
Casement Windows

Veranda View opened its doors with an established passion, knowledge, and insight into the world of 
custom windows and doors. Our experience in the industry has taught us to appreciate the uniqueness 
and personal aspect of each project.

We were led on a mission to offer our clients an exclusive variety of fenestration resources. Guided by our 
mission we traveled the United States and the globe to build partnerships with the finest custom window 
and door manufacturers whose beauty, standards, and quality exceed expectations.

We take great pride in our products and services. Wood, aluminum and steel are natural resources that will 
last a lifetime with proper care and treatment.. Ordering windows and doors from Veranda View has never 
been easier for design professionals and their clients. Modern technology is constantly providing us more 
efficient avenues of information and tools to monitor the status of orders and products. Our goal is to keep 
our clients informed each step of the way.

European Tilt-Turn

Automated and Magnetic Systems

Double Hung Windows

Historic

Folding Doors

Lift and Slide

Post and Beam Metal Wraps

Balcony DoorsPivot Windows and Doors

Curtain Wall

Bronze

YOUR ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCE

Custom Window & Door SystemsCustom Window & Door Systems

STEEL   •   ALUMINUM   •   WOOD

LUXURY MATERIALS TAILOR-MADE



In 1970 Brombal’s history began in Altivole, Italy. In 2011 their 
passion crossed the ocean when it’s subsidiary, Brombal 
USA, was formed allowing the North American market to 
experience the luxury of old-world craftsmanship custom 
made in Italy.

With over 45 years of experience Brombal has mastered 
efficiency with architectural design. Their products are 
thermally broken with minimal site lines using luxury metals 
to include steel, cor-ten, stainless steel, bronze and BI-metal.

Brombal’s windows and doors are tested and rated to meet 
the highest industry standards including the first thermally 
broken hurricane and impact rated product.

DISCOVER FREEDOM TO CREATE

Brombal offers the narrowest sightline, thermally broken 

steel windows and doors, and are available in many designs, 

configurations, materials, finishes, and performance needs. 

Our European windows are handcrafted in Italy and third party 

tested for performance.

STEEL

The intense richness of its finish bestows a warm, natural, and 

extremely elegant look. Its attractive appearance is a result of 

an oxidation process which forms a protective coating. Upon 

exposure to air, the patina process begins which creates a 

protective layer of rust over the surface.

CORTEN

Curtain walls allow for expansive glass creating beautiful, large 

facades. Flexibility in customization allows for control of every 

aspect from building design to thermal performance of the 

structure. Operable windows and doors can be incorporated 

into the curtain wall system.

STAINLESS STEEL

Utilizing the highest quality bronze in the fenestration industry, 

our products are made from 67% copper and 33% Zinc. This 

ratio is what allows the alloy to acquire a beautiful patina typical 

of old bronze. Bronze lends itself perfectly to projects from 

historic renovations to modern architectural designs.

BRONZE
FARO 65



For over 30 years, the founding values at SPI Finestre have been 
passion for the product and craftsmanship of their Aluminum and 
PVC windows and doors. Our customer-oriented vision and attention 
to detail drives us to continually invest in research and development 
to innovate our products in technology and design.

Only seasoned hardwoods are used to ensure dimensional stability 
of the profile over time, while Qualicoat and Qualideco powders are 
used for the aluminum coating. Each individual profile is subjected to 
visual checks to ascertain its perfect integrity and discarded in case 
of structural or aesthetic defects.

The insulation power of SPI windows provides a considerable reduction 
in energy consumption due to the certified high performances of 
thermal and acoustic insulation for both heating and cooling your 
home. The SPI Finestre product offering is NFRC rated with CE mark 
and VOC in A+ class.

PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

Aluminum-polyamide-wood windows are an 

expression of taste and represent a choice of 

refined style.

• Trial Q

• Trial 90 Q

• Trial Plus

• New Dual Q

ALUMINUM WOOD

Style meets functionality. Customizable 

windows, even in two-color versions.

• Trial Val Q

• Trial Val Plus

• Alu Compact

• Alu Space

• Sliding

MINIMAL ALUMINUM

PVC windows offer high insulation and are lead 

free thus making them extremely environmentally 

friendly. Heat insulating. Energy saving.

• ISOL70 Q

• ISOL70 Q Mix

• ISOL Plus

MINIMAL PVC

CLASSICRETRO FERRO

ALU COMPACT



Carminati Serramenti was founded in 1894 as a 
small joiner’s workshop for the manufacture of 
wooden articles. Today, after its 120 consecutive 
years of history, it has become a leading 
manufacturer of wooden, wooden-aluminum 
and wooden-glass windows and doors.

Carminati Serramenti is primarily involved 
in the prestigious residential and luxury 
hotels sectors, with particular attention to 
the collaboration with studios of architecture 
through simulations, technical drawings and 
consulting in the construction industry field in 
general.

Over the years, Carminati can bee seen in 
exclusive projects like presidential residences, 
fashion and luxury hotels,  and luxury homes 
both in Italy and abroad. Skyline System slim wooden profiles increase the glass surface and overwhelm the spaces with light, 

conveying an idea of wellness and continuity between internal and external environments. The oldest 
architectural element, wood, combined with modern building technologies, gives birth to a prestigious 
frame with a refined design. The patent for Skyline System is the result of years of research and has 
allowed Carminati Serramenti to spread its brand all over the world.SLIGHTNESS AND 

TRANSPARENCY

SKYLINE MINIMAL WOOD FRAMES
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For over twenty years, Contempo Vista has been designing 
and manufacturing unique door systems and windows for 
luxury residences, boutique commercial and public sectors.  
We combine an innovative approach with highly technical 
craftsmanship and attention to detail.

Through production processes with low environmental 
impact, we create cutting-edge window and door systems 
that guarantee a reduction in energy consumption, while 
emphasizing the aesthetic beauty of buildings and living 
spaces.

Windows and sliders are united by the high quality of 
the materials used and their unique characteristics such 
as durability, resistance and thermal-acoustic insulation. 
Fixtures in thermally broken aluminum are used respecting 
specific design and aesthetic needs.

SEZIONE ORIZZONTALE
2 ante - 1 mobile

SEZIONE VERTICALE
2 ante - 1 mobile

Per garantire un’alta performance termica si è scelto di realizzare l’anta con un profilo in materiale plastico isolante 
coperto da un profilo in alluminio; la giunzione tra i due avviene tramite un aggancio a scatto:
• minore ingombro dei profili in vista frontale:
• maggiore scelta del colore, ossia la possibilità di avere il profilo interno con un colore diverso da quello esterno; infatti

tutti i profili in alluminio possono essere anodizzati o verniciati a polvere su richiesta del cliente.

I profili telaio possono essere integrati interamente nel pavimento, nel soffitto e nelle pareti laterali garantendo una 
soluzione di continuità e assoluta assenza di bandiere architettoniche; l’anta si riduce ad una semplice cornice del 
vetro con uno spessore a vista di soli 10 mm.

DATI TECNICI
TIPOLOGIE COSTRUTTIVE Finestre e portafinestre scorrevoli a due e quattro ante,

Aperture dell’angolo

SPESSORE TAMPONAMENTI max 42 mm

POTERE FONOISOLANTE UNI EN ISO 14140 Rw=38 (-2;-4) dB

TRASMITTANZA TERMICA Uw=0,85W/mq K 

PERMEABILITÀ ALL’ARIA EN 12207:1999 Classe 4

TENUTA ALL’ACQUA EN 12210:1999 7A

RESISTENZA AL VENTO EN 12209:1999 B3

INSPIRED VIEWS

Minimal System of aluminum for windows 

and doors. Brightness and Visibility are the 

Characteristics of the Contempo Vista windows 

and doors. Thin clean lines picture frame and 

maximize the view. Elegant and discreet the 1 5/8” 

(45 mm) wide frames move effortlessly across the 

flush floor track.

MINIMAL ALU FRAMES

The aluminum sliding window, which guarantees 

total visibility, maximum brightness and an 

essential and elegant design. The large glass 

surface ensures a high degree of acoustic and 

thermal insulation, high resistance to extreme 

weather conditions and low environmental impact, 

given by the total recyclability of the materials.

MINIMAL SLIDERS

Our Minimal AS window allows for a full glass 

exterior, hiding the window in the architectural 

context of the building. While inside, the frame is 

kept minimal and elegant, from the outside it will 

be totally incorporated into the structure, without 

visible joints.

MINIMAL AS

MINIMAL AS

Sistema di infissi in alluminio con anta a scomparsa.

SEZIONE
NODO LATERALE

SEZIONE 
NODO CENTRALE

Nel sistema MINIMAL AS innovative scelte progettuali hanno permesso 
la creazione di soluzioni estremamente funzionali e prestanti. In parti-
colare, l’uso di un nastro biadesivo in PE ad alevate prestazioni utiliz-
zato per l’incollaggio interno del vetro, garantisce adesione massima, 
rendendo la finestra sicura e solida.
L’apposito profilo a mensola di ritegno serve a distribuire il peso del 
vetro sul profilo anta in alluminio e a trettenere perfettamente il profilo 
in poliammide. Il livello estetico è lineare ed essenziale; i due profili 
riportati all’interno e all’esterno del nodo centrale nescondono comple-
tamente le fughe tra le ante, ottenendo un gradevole aspetto simme-
trico tra le parti apribili.

OTTIMO GRADO
DI ISOLAMENTO 
ACUSTICO

OTTIMO GRADO
DI ISOLAMENTO 
TERMICO

RESISTENZA 
IN CONDIZIONI 
ATMOSFERICHE 
ESTREME

ALTA
PROTEZIONE
ANTIEFFRAZIONE

PERMEABILITÀ ALL’ARIA 
UNI EN 1026:2016 - EN 12207:2016

Classe 4

PERMEABILITÀ ALL’ ACQUA
UNI EN 1027:2016 - EN 12208:2000

Classe E1500

RESISTENZA AL VENTO 
UNI EN 12211:2016 - EN 12210:2016

Classe C5

DATI TECNICI
TIPOLOGIE COSTRUTTIVE

Finestre e porte finestre a una o più ante
Finestra ad anta-ribalta o vasistas

CLASSE ANTIEFFREZIONE ferramenta fino a RC2 DIN EN 1627

TRASMITTANZA TERMICA Uf=1.5 W/mq K

PERMEABILITÀ ALL’ARIA 
UNI EN 1026:2016 - EN 12207:2016

Classe 4

PERMEABILITÀ ALL’ ACQUA
UNI EN 1027:2016 - EN 12208:2000

Classe E1500

RESISTENZA AL VENTO 
UNI EN 12211:2016 - EN 12210:2016

Classe 5



In addition to our European Fenestration 
Partners, Veranda View has released our own 
private label steel, stainless steel, bronze and 
cor-ten collection, Vintage Steel. With Vintage 
we offer the finest architectural artisanship 
made in the USA. It began with high demand for 
interior Hot Rolled Steel windows and doors and 
has since expanded far beyond into iron railings, 
steel staircases, curtain walls, interior partitions, 
wine cellars, shower enclosures, custom light 
fixtures, cor-ten signs and steel gizmos.  

Vintage Steel’s capabilities will satisfy and delight 
the most discerning tastes. Our impressive 
selection of custom styles have the versatility to 
convey old world charm, contemporary splendor, 
or modern timelessness, without compromising 
beauty, functionality, energy-efficiency or 
security. Whether it is a door custom-designed by 
an architect or a replication of a historic window, 
we have the knowledge and talent to create it.

Our in-house artisans work with metals like steel, architectural bronze, stainless steel and cor-ten to create 
beautiful works of art. For exterior applications we offer multiple lines of Thermally Broken products with 
dual or triple pane glass. Our capabilities will satisfy and delight the most discerning tastes. From large 
pivot entrances to lift slide walls to distinctive staircases, we encourage your firm to consider us for your 
next unique design.ARCHITECTURAL

ARTISANS

HOT ROLLED STEEL or THERMALLY BROKEN



Pinus was founded in 1991 by two brothers, 
Jerzy and Mario, producing non-standard, 
individually designed windows and doors.

Their production facility incorporates state 
of the art technology combined with the 
experienced workforce that is fundamental 
to our activity. Customer satisfaction leads 
to recommendations which ensure our 
continued success in our specialist field.

Pinus delivers windows and doors to 
exclusive projects around the world. We work 
closely with project designers, architects and 
installers offering comprehensive service 
from design through to delivery and after 
sales service.

TotalGlass means an inimitable design and the highest quality of products – solidity and the durability of 
production in a unique form. On the outside a full glass presentation. Windows and doors are connected 
with a flush appearance. Visible from the inside are wooden frames and sashes of the TotalGlass System 
which gives the room a warm and timeless character. TotalGlass forms a harmony of a modern building 
with the beauty of surrounding nature.FUNCTIONALITY

+ DESIGN



888-788-1469
verandaview.com
info@verandaview.com

Custom Window & Door SystemsCustom Window & Door Systems

ASPEN

ATLANTA

BEND

BIG SKY

BOSTON

CHICAGO

CONNECTICUT

DALLAS

DENVER

INDIANA

LAKE TAHOE

LONG ISLAND

MAINE

MALIBU

MARYLAND

MICHIGAN

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

OKLAHOMA CITY

PALM SPRINGS

PARK CITY

PEBBLE BEACH

SAN  FRANCISCO

SANTA FE

SOUTH CAROLINA

TRUCKEE

VAIL

VERMONT

VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON DC

BRITISH COLUMBIA

At Veranda View we believe in providing our clients with a complete window and door system. The products 

we manufacture are without question very beautiful and uniquely functional. But there is more to windows 

and doors than just the aesthetics. They need to properly perform within the building they are designed. 

With all of our products we offer the following services:

• In-house Installation Team

• Jobsite Unload Assistance

• Jobsite Installation Training

• Installation Materials

• Installation Instructions

SERVICE & INSTALLATION

TESTING & CERTIFICATIONS

• Keyed Construction Hardware

• Finish Hardware

• Installation Inspection

• Maintenance and Care Instructions


